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Your columns arrive in a standard Restek column box whether they are ordered from Restek or Lucidity.  

Any type or size of Restek MXT column (30 meters and less) may be ordered preinstalled in a column 

holder. 

 



 

The column can then be placed onto a miniGC Caddie, which is a removeable part of any Lucidity 

miniGC.  There are 2 alignment pins on the Caddie that position the column holder correctly. 



 

The Caddie can then be inserted into the miniGC with the Column Holder and Column in place.

 



 

You simply slide the Caddie into the front of the miniGC and it engages with guides and bearings on 

inside the miniGC to align it correctly as it goes into the system. 



 



 

Once the Caddie is fully inserted simply turn the knob below the Caddie counter-clockwise and it will 

provide the final engagement of the column pins into the manifolds.  It also secures the Caddie in place 

so that the pins cannot become disengaged from the system.  In this position, the pins on the front of 

the column holder are sealed into the injection port and the FID port providing a sealed pathway all the 

way from injection port through the column and into the detector. 

Turning this knob clockwise will disengage the column pins from the manifolds in the system and pop 

the Caddie out slightly so that the user may pull it out of the system.  



 

 

The system software can track what column is currently in the system and which column was used in 

different runs.  By entering the column information into the system the first time a column is used or by 

selecting a previously used column the system will keep track of the currently installed column and 

display this information to the user.  This not only tracks the runs on each column but also helps 

calculate different method parameters and monitor system errors based on knowing the column 

dimensions. 

The columns that come with your system will already be entered into the system. 


